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A image coded data re-encoding apparatus for regenerated image coded data for transmission or storing by re-encoding decoded image data according to the present invention comprises an image decoder (200) for decoding image coded data (107a), an object for re-encoding, and an image coder (100) for re-encoding the decoded image data, and corresponds to the configuration of international standardizing system MPEG1. The quantizer (4a) executes quantization using decoded parameters (106a) for quantization from the variable length decoder (11a) and transform coefficient inverse quantized (104a) by the inverse quantizer (12). The variable length coder (5) outputs image coded data (107a) not decoded by the variable length decoder (11) as it is. The motion compensation predictor (17) predicts motion compensation using motion vectors decoded by the variable length decoder.

CLAIM

1. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus comprising:

   an image decoder for receiving and decoding image coded data inputted thereinto and outputting
decoded data for coding together with a decoded image; 

and

an image coder for re-encoding and outputting said decoded image inputted from said image decoder using said data for coding.
I certify that the following is a true and correct copy of the description and claim(s) of the original complete specification in respect of an invention entitled:

Image Coded Data Re-Encoding Apparatus
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By:
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Registered Patent Attorney
IMAGE CODED DATA RE-ENCODING APPARATUS

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to an image coded data re-encoding apparatus for decoding and re-encoding image coded data.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In the conventional type of image coded data re-encoding apparatus as disclosed, for instance, in Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication No. 179186/1990, as shown in Fig. 3A, an inputted image 101 is coded by an image coder 100 in a master station A, generated image coded data (transmitted data) 107 or 107a is decoded by an image decoder 200 in a relay station B, and a decoded image 101a is again coded by an image coder 100 in the relay station B. Relayed image coded data (transmitted data) 107 or 107a is decoded by an image decoder 200 as a decoded image 101a in a slave station C. In a case where a TV conference is held through the relay station B having a decoding and relaying function, to adjust a volume of generated coded data (or a image data compression ratio) and various types of parameter (such as an image size or a frame rate) when a coding system in the master station A is different from that in the slave station C, after the decoded image 101a is obtained once, the data is coded again for coordination. Also, when a stored
image is copied by using a video cassette recorder (VCR), the image coded data (stored data) re-encoded in a video tape is decoded, as shown in Fig. 3B, and then re-encoded for copying.

The conventional type of image coded data re-encoding apparatus as described above is based on a system in which image coded data is once decoded for relaying or copying and then re-encoded.

In the image coder 100, as shown in Fig. 4A, to satisfy the requirements, for instance, in the international standardizing system MPEG1 (Moving Picture Experts Group 1) based on the cooperation between ISO (International Standardizing Organization) and IEC (International Electric Standard Conference), at the first subtraction between a current frame image to be coded and stored in a frame memory among the digital input image and an predicted frame image from a motion compensation predictor in a subtracter to generate an predicted error frame image.

Then, the predicted error frame image is subjected to computing for DCT (distributed cosine transformation) by the transformer 3, and then scalar quantization processing according to a quantizing step corresponding to a feedback control in which a generated transform coefficient is monitored and a quantity of generated code is controlled to a constant level by a quantizer 4a or a feed forward control.
through measurement of diffusion of input images or the like, generated quantized index 105 is subjected together with quantized parameters 106 generated by the quantizer 4a or a motion vector 113 generated by the motion compensation predictor 10a to variable length coding processing with Huffman code or the like by a variable length coder 5a, and generated image coded data 107 is transferred through a communication line, or is stored in a storage medium such as a CD-ROM (Compact Disk-Read Only Memory) or video tape.

Furthermore, according to the quantization index 105 from the quantizer 4a, a local predicted error frame image 109 obtained by inverse transforming with an inverse transformer 7 a transform coefficient 108 inverse quantized by a inverse quantizer 6 is added to an predicted frame image from the motion compensation predictor 10a in an adder 8 to generate a locally decoded frame image 110. The locally decoded frame image 110 is coded and stored in a frame memory 9, and the coded preceding frame image 111 is subjected to computing for pattern matching with a current frame image 102 from the frame memory 1 to generate an predicted frame image 112 already subjected to motion compensation and giving a minimum error. In the MPEG1 motion compensation prediction system, as shown in Fig. 5, three types of coding mode (intra-frame prediction/prediction between forward motion compensated frames/prediction between bidirectional
motion compensated frames) are available.

For I picture (intra coded picture) $F(0)$ and $F(9)$, estimation for motion compensation is not executed (Namely, the predicted frame image $I_{12}$ is not generated). As the I picture is used as a reference image for prediction of motion compensation, it is required to improve quality of the decoded image, and in addition as prediction of motion compensation is not executed, a quantity of code becomes substantially large.

For a P picture (predictive-coded picture) $F(3)$ and $F(6)$, prediction of motion compensation is executed by using only images preceding in terms of time (for instance, $F(0)$ for $F(3)$ and $F(3)$ for $F(6)$). As a P picture is used as a reference image for prediction of motion compensation, it is required to improve quality of the decoded image to some extent.

For a B picture (bidirectionally predictive-coded picture) $F(1)$, $F(2)$, $F(4)$, $F(5)$, $F(7)$ and $F(8)$, prediction of motion compensation is executed by using 2 images before and after the B picture in terms of time. As a B picture is not used as a reference image for estimation of motion compensation, rough quantization is allowable. As prediction of motion compensation is executed bidirectionally, if, for instance, quality of I and P pictures before and after the B picture in a certain sequence in motion is high, a decoded image can be obtained from only the motion
vectors, and a quantity of generated code is rather small. When the coding mode shown in Fig. 5 is employed, the coding object current frame memory 1 outputs F(0), F(3), F(1), F(2), F(6), F(4), F(5), F(9), F(7), and F(8) in this order.

The image decoder 200 execute operations in a flow reverse to that of operations by the image coder 100 shown in Fig. 4A, as shown in Fig. 4B. At first a bit stream of image coded data (transmitted/stored data) 107a from a communication line or a storage medium is subjected to variable length decoding processing by a variable length decoder 11a, decoded quantization index 105a is subjected to a inverse-scalar quantization processing according to a decoded quantization parameter 106a from the variable length decoder 11a in a inverse quantizer 12a, and then a inverse quantized transform coefficient 104a is subjected to inverse-DCT computing in an inverse transformer 13, thus an predicated error frame image 103a being generated.

A current frame image 102a to be decoded, said image 102a obtained by adding an predicated error frame image 103a to a predicated frame image 112a from a motion compensation predictor 17 in an adder 14 is stored in a decoding object current frame memory 15 and is outputted as the decoded image 101a. Furthermore, in response to a decoded preceding frame image 111a stored in a decoded preceding frame memory
16, the predicted frame image 112a is generated according to a decoded motion vector 113a from the variable length decoder 11a in the motion compensation predictor 17.

In the conventional type of image coded data re-encoding apparatus as described above, the system is employed in which image coded data is once decoded for relaying or copying and then re-encoded, quality of a decoded image is deteriorated. Also, delay in processing increases, which requires a larger scale of system to solve the problems as described above.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to provide an image coded data re-encoding apparatus based on a system in which data decoded for relaying or copying from an image decoder is again coded so that image quality is not so much deteriorated, delay in processing is reduced, a downsizing of a system is enabled, and the coding efficiency is improved (an image coded data re-encoding system using coded data once decoded for some particular purposes).

The image coded re-encoding apparatus according to the present invention is characterized in that the following types of means as described hereinafter are provided for achieving the objects described above and an image coded data re-encoding system using data on decoded data for coding is
employed.

An image decoder receives and decodes image coding data inputted thereinto, and outputs decoded images, and also outputs decoded data on coding, and outputs inputted image coding data, without decoding the data, to an image coder as it is.

The image coder uses decoded data for coding to a decoded image inputted from the image decoder, re-encodes and output the data. The image coder uses, for instance, coding mode as decoded data concerning coding, and re-encodes and outputs a decoded image inputted thereinto only in the inter-frame predicted coding mode. During the intra-frame coding mode, the image decoder outputs image coding data, without decoding the data, as it is. Also, the image coder uses the coding mode as decoded data, and controls an applicable coding mode and a quantity of generated code according to the coding mode. For instance, if a decoded image is in the intra-frame coding mode, the image coder executes intra-frame coding, and if the decoded image is in the inter-frame predicted coding mode, the image coder executes inter-frame predicted coding. Also, the image coder starts the re-encoding process preferentially from frame images in the intra-frame coding mode. Also, the image coder starts the down sampling process preferentially from frame images in the inter-frame predicted coding mode. Furthermore, the image coder starts reducing a quantity of generated
code preferentially from frame images in the interframe predicted coding mode. Also, the image coder provides controls over quantization, executes motion compensation prediction processing, variable length coding processing, and quantization by using quantized parameters, motion vectors, quantized index, or inverse transformed transform coefficients respectively as decoded data for coding. Also, the image coder sets upper limit values from decoded quantization parameters for controlling quantization. Also, the image coder executes correction using decoded motion vectors as initial values or according to a ratio of an image size to be changed for motion compensation prediction. In addition, the image coder compulsively zeros transform coefficients inverse quantized by the image decoder or decoded indexes for quantization. However, when a number of non-zero transform coefficients for quantization inverse quantized or decoded indexes for quantization exceeds a number of non-zero transform coefficients or decoded indexes above specified the current coding mode, the image coder compulsively zeros the transform coefficients or indexes, and also compulsively zeros transform coefficients before quantization and quantization indexes before variable length coding each generated by the image coder under the same conditions as those described above. Also, the image coder limits a number of transform coefficients inverse quantized by the image decoder or
decoded quantization indexes according to a ratio of an image size to be changed.

The image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to the present invention decodes image coded data to be coded again with an image decoder to which image data is inputted from a communication line or a storage media, outputs a decoded image, and also outputs data (such as motion vectors, parameters for quantization, and transform coefficient) for coded data decoded as described above. Then the image coded data re-encoding apparatus subjects the decoded image to re-encoding using data for the decoded coded image data with an image coder, into which image data is inputted from the image decoder, and outputs the re-encoded data. In brief, the image coded data re-encoding apparatus executes the following operations.

1. The image coded data re-encoding apparatus controls the applicable coding mode as well as a quantity of generated code using a decoded coding mode and according to the coding mode. For instance, the apparatus executes intra-frame coding according to the intra-frame coding mode, or executes inter-frame prediction coding according to the inter-frame prediction coding mode or, the re-encoding processing is started preferentially from a frame image in the intra-frame coding mode. Also, the apparatus executes frame images in the inter-frame prediction coding mode preferentially and executes inter-frame
down sampling out processing or reduces a quantity of generated code.

(2) The image coded data re-encoding apparatus controls quantization using decoded parameters for quantization. Also, the apparatus sets a upper limit value from the parameters for quantization and controls quantization.

(3) The image coded data re-encoding apparatus executes motion compensation prediction processing using re-encoded motion vectors. Also, the apparatus executes correction according to a ratio of image size to be changed using the motion vectors as an initial value.

(4) The image coded data re-encoding apparatus executes quantization or variable length coding processing using a transform coefficient inverse quantized or decoded index for quantization. When a number of non-zero transform coefficients inverse quantized or indexes for quantization exceeds a number of non-zero parameters prespecified for the current coding mode, an image decoder compulsively changes the non-zero parameters to zero. Also, the apparatus limits a number of inverse quantized transform coefficients or decoded indexes for quantization according to a height vs width ratio of an image size to be changed. Also the apparatus compulsively zeros generated transform coefficients or
indexes for quantization with the image coder under the same conditions as those described above or limits a number thereof.

(5) The apparatus re-encodes and outputs a decoded image inputted only in the inter-frame prediction coding mode using the decoded coding mode. In the intra-frame coding mode, the apparatus outputs image coded data which is inputted from an image decoder and is to be outputted without being decoded as it is.

Other objects and features of this invention will become understood from the following description with reference to the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figs. 1A and 1B are functional block diagrams showing an image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to one embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is an explanatory view for explaining an image hierarchy unit for switching a coding mode with the motion compensation predictor shown in Figs. 1A and 1B;

Figs. 3A and 3B are block diagrams showing a conventional type of image coded data re-encoding apparatus;

Figs. 4A and 4B are functional block diagrams of the image coder as well as of the image decoder shown in Figs. 3A and 3B; and
Fig. 5 is a view showing three types of coding mode based on a system in which MPEG1 motion compensation is predicted by the motion compensation predictor shown in Figs. 4A and 4B.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to one embodiment of the present invention is an image coder (Refer to Fig. 1A) as shown in Fig. 1, and includes a frame memory 1, a subtracter 2, a transformer 3, a inverse quantizer 6, an inverse transformer 7, an adder 8, and a frame memory 9 each corresponding to the one shown in Fig. 4A.

The quantizer 4 corresponds to the conventional one shown in Fig. 4A, and subjects a inverse quantized transform coefficient 104a to scalar quantization when receiving a inverse quantized transform coefficient 104a from a inverse quantizer 12 or decoded parameters 106a for quantization from a variable length decoder 11 in an image decoder, executes a feed back or feed forward control, subjects decoded parameters for quantization 106a to scalar quantization according to an applicable quantizing step, and outputs indexes 105 for quantization.

The variable length coder 5 corresponds to the conventional one shown in Fig. 4A, and, when image coded data (transmitted/stored data) 107a is image coded data for an I picture and the image coded data
(transmitted/stored data) 107a not to be decoded is received from the variable length decoder 11, generates the image coded data 107a as image coded data (transmitted/stored data) 107 as it is.

The motion compensation predictor 10 corresponds to the conventional one (10a) shown in Fig. 4A, and, when receiving decoded motion vectors 113a from the variable length decoder 11 in an image coder, makes a determination as to which of I or P or B picture the coding mode for the image coded data (transmitted/stored data) 107a is, and does not predict motion compensation for an I picture if the coding mode is for an I picture, or predicts forward motion compensation for a P picture if the coding mode is for a P picture, thus switching a coding mode for prediction of motion compensation in synchronism to an image decoder. Furthermore, the motion compensation predictor 10 receives the decoded motion vectors 113a and outputs the motion vector 113.

Also, the image decoder (Refer to Fig. 1B) comprises an inverse transformer 13, an adder 14, a frame memory 15, frame memory 16, and a motion compensation predictor 17, like in the conventional type of image decoder as shown in Fig. 4B. The variable length decoder 11 corresponds to the conventional one shown in Fig. 4B, and when a bit stream of the image coded data (transmitted/stored data) 107a from a communication line or a storage
medium is image coded data for an I picture, outputs the bit stream without decoding as it is to an image coder.

Furthermore, the variable length decoder 11 outputs the decoded parameters 106a for quantization to both the inverse quantizer and an image coder and decoded motion vectors to both the motion compensation predictor 17 and the image coder. The inverse quantizer is corresponds to Fig. 4B showing the example of conventional technology described above, and outputs the inverse quantized transform coefficients 104a to the inverse convertor 13 as well as to the image coder.

The image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to the above embodiment is based on a system in which data concerning coding such as transform coefficients 104a inverse quantized from a image decoder, decoded parameters 106a for quantization, and decoded motion vectors 113a is used, and image coded data is re-encoded for replaying, or copying (an image coded data re-encoding system making use of decoded data for decoding).

It should be noted that description of the embodiment above assumes that coding mode is switched by a frame by the motion compensation predictor 10, but coding mode may be switched by a hierarchical unit consisting of either one of a slice comprising a plurality of macro blocks as shown in Fig. 2, a macro block comprising 6 blocks, and a block comprising 8 x 8
pixels. Even if the image coded data (transmitted/stored data) 107a is a P picture, a system can be employed in which a certain slice or a certain macro block, or a certain block is re-encoded in the intra-frame coding mode. For a slice, a macro block, or a block each having been in the intra-frame coding mode, control can be provided by a hierarchical unit smaller than a frame by synchronizing the coding mode and re-encoding them in the intra-frame coding mode.

In the embodiment described above, the motion compensation predictor 10 may preferentially re-encode frame images (I pictures) in the intra-frame coding mode when re-encoding image coded data if it is necessary to make the frame rate larger (for instance, in a case when image coded data having a frame rate of 24 frames/sec such as that in a moving picture is re-encoded at a frame rate of 30 frames/sec usually used in Japan). With this scheme, the efficiency can be improved.

On the contrary, when it is necessary to make a frame rate smaller, I and P pictures each having high image quality may be re-encoded by sequentially down sampling out inter-bidirectional motion compensation frame prediction coded frame images (B pictures) not used as reference images for estimating motion compensation. With this scheme, the image quality can be improved. When it is necessary to
reduce a quantity of generated code (For instance, when re-encoding image coded data having a bit rate of 10 mega bits/sec at a code rate of 5 mega bits/sec), a quantity of code for B pictures may preferentially be reduced to re-encode I and P pictures each having a high image quality at first. With this scheme, the image quality can be improved.

Also after synchronism of the coding mode is established, a frequency of I pictures may be made smaller (for instance, image coded data having a frame rate of 1 degree/9 frames at a rate of 1 degree/18 frames). With this scheme, the effectivity can be improved.

Although description of the above embodiments assumes that the motion compensation predictor outputs the decoded motion vectors 113a as they are as motion vectors 113, the motion is searched on specified range centering on the decoded motion vector 113a and the motion vectors 113 is outputted. For searching optimal motion vectors, generally a long time for repeated computing is required, but with this scheme a quantity of data to be computed can be reduced without deteriorating the efficiency in coding.

Also, when it is necessary to transfer image coded data with a half image size, a value of the decoded motion vector 113a is arranged to half size, and the motion vectors 113 is outputted. With this scheme, a step of vector search can be eliminated.
Although description of the above embodiment assumes that the quantizer 4 executes quantization according to quantizing steps suited to decoded parameters 106a for quantization, a upper limit value for quantization parameters may be set according to the decoded parameters for quantization 106a. Even if, when re-encoding image coded data, fine quantization processing is executed after rough quantization range is decoded, it is not effective for improving the image quality, so that with this scheme generation of unnecessary data due to setting of an upper limit value can be prevented.

Although description of the above embodiment assumes that the quantizer 4 executes quantization to transform coefficients 104a inverse quantized, if a number of non-zero transform coefficients 104a outputted from the inverse quantizer 12 per block exceeds a value prespecified for the current coding mode, the non-zero coefficients may compulsively be changed to zero. With this scheme, a quantity of generated code can be controlled.

Also, a number of non-zero indexes for quantization 105 outputted from the quantizer 4 can be controlled as described above. Also a quantity of generated code can be controlled as described above.

When it is necessary to re-encode image coded data by reducing the image size, a number of transform coefficients 104a inverse quantized may be controlled.
For instance, both vertical and horizontal lengths of an image can be reduced to 1/2 by providing controls by means of using in the quantizer 4, 4 x 4 transform coefficients 104a in a low frequency zone of transform coefficients 104a for 8 x 8 pixels outputted from the inverse quantizer 12.

Also, decoded indexes for quantization 105a may be inputted to the variable length coder 5 as well as to the inverse quantizer 5 in place of inputting the transform coefficients 104a inverse quantized to the quantizer 4. With this scheme, the same effect as that described above can be achieved.

Although description of the embodiment above assumes that the variable length coder 5 outputs transmitted/stored data 107a, which is image coded data for an I picture, as it is to an image coder without decoding the data, the configuration is allowable in which only I pictures at a given interval are not decoded. Similarly a system is allowable in which only P pictures and B pictures at a given space are not decoded. With this scheme, a quantity of generated code can be adjusted.

Also, in the embodiment above, if it is necessary to execute specific generation (in case of high speed search or in case of I/O frame rate), I and P pictures may preferentially be re-encoded. With this scheme, an image having a high image quality can be regenerated.
Although description of the above embodiments assumes that the coding system is MPEG1 (coding system for a storage medium), it is needless to say that other coding systems such as H. 261 (coding system for TV conference and telephone) are allowable. Even when a coding system in an image coder is different from that in an image decoder, if a common coding mode such as, for instance, an intra-frame coding mode or an inter-frame prediction coding mode is available, the image coded data can be re-encoded by controlling the coding mode.

Also, it is needless to say that the above embodiment is not limited to the configuration like the conventional ones as shown in Fig. 3A and Fig. 3B and an image storing/copying system comprising a television conference combining 4 or more installation sites or 3 or more video cassette recorders can be built up.

Also, it is needless to that any image storing/copying system can be used in the above embodiment on the condition that coded data is decoded and outputted by making use of the VCR1 side like a decoder for a storage media (disk or the like) or a decoder for communication and broadcasting receiving coded data without using two units of VCR.

In the image coding data re-encoding apparatus according to the present invention as described above, a system for re-encoding image coding data by using decoded data for coding is employed, so
that, as compared to the conventional type of re-
encoding processing is executed after decoding,
deterioration of image quality is small, delay in
processing is shortened, a scale of the apparatus can
be minimized, and efficiency in coding can be improved.

Although the invention has been described
with respect to a specific embodiment for a complete
and clear disclosure, the appended claims are not to be
thus limited but are to be construed as embodying all
modifications and alternative constructions that may
occur to one skilled in the art which fairly fall
within the basic teaching herein set forth.
**WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:** The claims defining the invention are as follows:

1. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus comprising:
   - an image decoder for receiving and decoding image coded data inputted thereinto and outputting decoded data for coding together with a decoded image;
   - and
   - an image coder for re-encoding and outputting said decoded image inputted from said image decoder using said data for coding.

2. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 1, wherein, when re-encoding with an image coder, control over quantization is executed using decoded quantization parameters a decoded data for coding.

3. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 1, wherein when re-encoding with an image coder, motion compensation processing is executed by using decoded motion vector as decoded data for coding.

4. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 3, wherein a decoded motion vector is used as an initial value.
5. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 3, wherein, when changing an image size in re-encoding, a decoded motion vector is corrected according to a ratio of said image size to be changed.

6. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 1, wherein, when re-encoding with said an image coder, decoded data for coded mode is used as decoded data for coding, and an applicable coding mode and a quantity of generated code are controlled according to said coding mode.

7. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 6, wherein, when re-encoding with a image coder, control over quantization is executed using decoded quantization parameters a decoded data for coding.

8. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 6, wherein when re-encoding with an image coder, motion compensation processing is executed by using decoded motion vector as decoded data for coding.

9. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 8, wherein a decoded motion vector is used as an initial value.
10. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 8, wherein, when changing an image size in re-encoding, a decoded motion vector is corrected according to a ratio of said image size to be changed.

11. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 6, wherein intra-frame coding is executed in the intra-frame coding mode and inter-frame predicted coding is executed in the inter-frame predicted coding mode.

12. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 11, wherein, when re-encoding with a image coder, control over quantization is executed using decoded quantization parameters a decoded data for coding.

13. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 11, wherein when re-encoding with an image coder, motion compensation processing is executed by using decoded motion vector as decoded data for coding.

14. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 13, wherein a decoded motion vector is used as an initial value.
15. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 13, wherein, when changing an image size in re-encoding, a decoded motion vector is corrected according to a ratio of said image size to be changed.

16. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 6, wherein re-encoding processing is started preferentially from frame images in the intra-frame coding mode.

17. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 16, wherein, when re-encoding with an image coder, control over quantization is executed using decoded quantization parameters ad decoded data for coding.

18. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 16, wherein when re-encoding with an image coder, motion compensation processing is executed by using decoded motion vector as decoded data for coding.

19. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 18, wherein a decoded motion vector is used as an initial value.
20. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 18, wherein, when changing an image size in re-encoding, a decoded motion vector is corrected according to a ratio of said image size to be changed.

21. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 6, wherein the inter-frame down sampling processing is started preferentially from frame images in the inter-frame predicted coding mode.

22. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 21, wherein, when re-encoding with an image coder, control over quantization is executed using decoded quantization parameters and decoded data for coding.

23. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 21, wherein when re-encoding with an image coder, motion compensation processing is executed by using decoded motion vector as decoded data for coding.

24. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 23, wherein a decoded motion vector is used as an initial value.
25. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 23, wherein, when changing an image size in re-encoding, a decoded motion vector is corrected according to a ratio of said image size to be changed.

26. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 6, wherein reduction of a quantity of generated code is started from frame images in the inter-frame predicted coding mode.

27. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 26, wherein, when re-encoding with an image coder, control over quantization is executed using decoded quantization parameters a decoded data for coding.

28. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 26, wherein when re-encoding with an image coder, motion compensation processing is executed by using decoded motion vector as decoded data for coding.

29. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 28, wherein a decoded motion vector is used as an initial value.
30.  An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 28, wherein, when changing an image size in re-encoding, a decoded motion vector is corrected according to a ratio of said image size to be changed.

31.  An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 26, wherein control over quantization is executed using decoded quantization parameters as decoded data for coding and setting upper limit values from said quantization parameters.

32.  An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 31, wherein when re-encoding with an image coder, motion compensation processing is executed by using decoded motion vector as decoded data for coding.

33.  An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 32, wherein a decoded motion vector is used as an initial value.

34.  An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 32, wherein, when changing an image size in re-encoding, a decoded motion vector is corrected according to a ratio of said image size to be changed.
35. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 1, wherein, when re-encoding with an image coder, quantization processing is executed using transform coefficients inverse quantized as decoded data for coding.

36. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 35, wherein a number of non-zero transform coefficients inverse quantized by an image decoded is counted, and if the count exceeds a number of non-zero transform coefficients preset for the current coding mode, a number of inverse quantized transform coefficients is compulsively changed to zero.

37. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 35, wherein a number of non-zero transform coefficients generated by an image coder before quantization is counted, and if the count exceeds a number of non-zero transform coefficients preset for the current coding mode, a number of the inverse quantized transform coefficients is compulsively changed to zero.

38. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 35, wherein, when changing an image size in re-encoding, a number of transform coefficients inverse quantized by an image decoder is limited to said image size to be changed.
39. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 1, wherein when re-encoding with an image coder, variable length coding processing is executed using decoded quantization indexes as decoded data for coding.

40. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 39, wherein a number on non-zero indexes for quantization decoded by an image decoder is counted, and if the count exceeds a number of non-zero indexes preset to the current coding mode, a number of the non-zero indexes is compulsively changed to zero.

41. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 39, wherein a number of non-zero indexes for quantization generated by an image coder before variable length coding is counted, and if the count exceeds a number of non-zero indexes for quantization preset for the current coding mode, a number of the non-zero indexes is compulsively changed to zero.

42. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 39, wherein, when changing an image size in re-encoding, a number of indexes for quantization decoded by an image decoder is limited according to a ratio of said image size to be changed.
43. An image coded data re-encoding apparatus according to claim 1, wherein, when re-encoding with an image coder, decoded images inputted thereto are re-encoded and outputted only in the inter-frame prediction coding mode, and the decoded images are outputted without being decoded as they are in the intra-frame coding mode by using decoded data for coding in both or the modes.
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Image Coded Data Re-Encoding Apparatus

Abstract

An image coded data re-encoding apparatus for regenerated image coded data for transmission or storing by re-encoding decoded image data according to the present invention comprises an image decoder (200) for decoding image coded data (107a), an object for re-encoding, and an image coder (100) for re-encoding the decoded image data, and corresponds to the configuration of international standardizing system MPEG1. The quantizer (4a) executes quantization using decoded parameters (106a) for quantization from the variable length decoder (11a) and transform coefficient inverse quantized (104a) by the inverse quantizer (12). The variable length coder (5) outputs image coded data (107a) not decoded by the variable length decoder (11) as it is. The motion compensation predictor (17) predicts motion compensation using motion vectors decoded by the variable length decoder.
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I: INTRA CODED PICTURE
P: PREDICTIVE-CODED PICTURE
B: BIDIRECTIONAL PREDICTIVE-CODED PICTURE